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(Communicated by Peter Li)

Abstract. On open Riemann surfaces, we obtain a necessary and sufficient

condition for conformai metrics to have prescribed curvature and the desired

singularities leading to negative total curvature.

0. Introduction

Suppose M is a compact Riemann surface with Euler characteristic x (-W) •

Let g be a compatible metric with its Gaussian curvature K . The problem of

prescribed curvature is as follows: for a given function K £ C°° (M), is there

a metric g that is conformai to g and has K as its curvature (cf. [KW])? If

we write g — e2ug, this problem is equivalent to solving the elliptic equation

(1) Au + Ke2u = K

on M, where A is the Laplacian under the metric g. If we integrate ( 1 ) over

M we find that the total curvature of g agrees with that of g and is fixed by

the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem to be 2nx(M).

Let T be a finite set {px, ... , pn} of points on M, and let M — M\Y.

Then M is an open surface. The problem of prescribed curvature on M can

be stated as follows: for a given function K £ C(M), does there exist a metric

g on M that is conformai to g and has K as its curvature on M ? In this case,

we should find a solution of the equation ( 1 ) on M. Since M is noncompact

the total curvature of g need not agree with that of g ; the difference depends

on the asymptotic behaviour of the solution u near the points p¡. In this paper,

the asymptotic behaviour of the solution u contributes singularities to g.

As a special case we may take M = R2 = .S2\{j?}. Several authors have

considered the prescribed curvature problem on R2 (cf. [N, M2, M3, A, CN]).

A good survey is due to Kazdan (cf. [K]). Recently, many of the results on

R2 have been extended to the more general open surfaces M by Hulin and

Troyanov [HT] and McOwen [Ml].
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For example, Ni [N] and McOwen [M3] considered the problem of prescribed

curvature with negative total curvature on R2 . They found that if K < 0 and

K = 0(\x\~') for / > 2, then there are conformai metrics with K as its

curvature and negative total curvature on R2. This result was extended to the

more general surfaces M in [HT, Ml].

As another example, in [M2] McOwen used the variational method to obtain

results on positive total curvature on R2 ; but, in addition, he observed that

a necessary and sufficient condition for a conformai metric on R2 to have

curvature K = 0(\x\~l) for / > 2 and zero total curvature is:

(i) K changes sign on R2,

(ii)   [Kdx<0.

These results were extended to the more general surfaces M in [HT]; in par-

ticular, the necessary and sufficient conditions for K to be the curvature of a

conformai metric with zero total curvature become

(i*)   K changes sign on M,

(ii*)   ¡KdAgá <0,

where gá is a flat conformai metric representing the divisor a on M (cf. § 1,

Definition and Proposition).

In this paper, we shall study the prescribed curvature problem with negative

total curvature, but removing the assumption K < 0 that exists in all previous

works (cf. [N, Ml, M3, HT]). We shall find that the condition (ii*) is as
decisive for negative total curvature as it was for zero total curvature: if (ii*)

holds under some flat conformai metric g& representing the divisor ä on M ,

then there are conformai metrics with K as their curvature and negative total

curvature; in other words, condition (ii*) implies that the equation (1) on

M has solutions with the prescribed asymptotic behaviour near the points p¡.

Moreover, condition (ii*) is also necessary for the existence of solutions of (1)

with the desired asymptotic behaviour near the points p¡ (cf. Theorems A, B).

In the special case R2 = S2\{p}, we obtain condition (ii*) as a necessary and

sufficient condition on R2 (cf. Corollary). This result was not obtained in the

earlier work on R2.

1. Main theorems

Throughout this paper, without loss of generality, we assume that the metric

g is Euclidean in a neighborhood of each point p¡ (cf. [Ml]). Denote r¡ —

dist(x, pi) under the metric g . Following Hulin and Troyanov (cf. [HT]), we

shall use the following terminology.

Definition. On a compact Riemann surface M, a metric gn is said to represent

the divisor a := Yü=x a'Pi > a, G R, if there is v £ C°°(M) n H\(M) for some

p > 1 such that gtï = e2ur2ni g in a neighborhood of each point p¡. In this

case, the Euler characteristic %(M, a) of (M, a) is defined by

n

X(M, a) = x(M) + YJn<-
i=i

Remark. By v £ C°°(M) n H{(M) we mean that v £ H{(M) and is C°° on
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M. Also, the more general conditions v £ LX(M) and Av £ LX(M) (weakly)

that are used in [HT] will not be necessary in our case.

We first observe that if /(A/, a) = 0 then we can represent a by a flat

conformai metric. This was observed by Hulin and Troyanov (cf. [HT, Theorem

7.1]), but we shall give a proof in §2 for the sake of completeness.

Proposition. Let M be a compact Riemann surface, let Y - {px, ... , pn} c M,

and let M = M\Y. If á:= £?-] a¡p¡ is a divisor with x(M, <*) = 0, then there
exists aflat conformai metric gä = e2u'g representing á. Moreover, gá is

unique up to homothety (multiplication of gá by a positive constant).

Next, we investigate the role g& plays in representing a divisor a by a con-

formal metric ga — e2ug. The following result provides a necessary condition.

For the sake of convenience, we define for any two divisors a := £/=i a,p, and

ß := J2"=l ßiPi having same support Y,

(a) \a- ß\=maxx<i<„\ai- ßi\;
(b) a < ß, if a¡ < ßi for each i.

Theorem A. Suppose M is a compact Riemann surface. Let Y — {px, ... , p„} c

M and M = M\Y. Suppose K £ C°°(M) satisfies K = 0(r\') as r, -» 0 and

Y11=\ U > 2{x(M) - n) = 2x(M). If there exists a conformai metric g„ rep-

resenting a divisor a := Y11=x a'P> w^in K as its curvature, if x(M, a) < 0,

and if a¡ > (l¡ + 2)/2 for each i, then for any divisor ä :— J2"=l ajp¡ with

X(M, a) = 0 and a < a, we have JM K dAgä < 0, where gá is aflat conformai

metric representing ä and dAgñ is the area element under the metric g& ■

Finally, we show that the condition JM K dAg& < 0 is sufficient to represent

divisors a near ä by conformai metrics ga having curvature K.

Theorem B. Suppose M is a compact Riemann surface.Let Y = {p{, ... , pn} c

M and M = M\Y. Suppose K £ C°°(M) satisfies K = 0(r1/) as r¡ -* 0

and Y^Li h > 2(x(M) - n) = 2x(M). If ¡MKdAgá < 0 for a flat conformai
metric gá representing a divisor á :- Y,l=xá'Pi w^m X(M, ä) - 0, and if

á¡ > -(li + 2)/2 for each i, then there is e > 0 such that for any divisor

a := Y11=x aiPi satisfying #(A/', a) < 0 and for \a - a\ < e, there exists a

conformai metric ga representing the divisor a with K as its curvature.

Remark. In Theorems A and B, there is a restriction on the /, 's implied by

X(M, a) < 0 and a, > -(/( + 2)/2 for each /; namely, £"=i /, > 2(x(M)-n).

The total curvature k under the conformai metric ga is

k= f Ke2u dAo = [ (K- Au) dA0 = 2nx(M, a)
JM JM

where dAo is the area element under the metric g . Thus, Ac < 0. By Propo-

sition, condition (ii*) in Theorems A and B does not depend on which flat

conformai metric we choose in the homothety class.

If we apply Theorems A and B to the case M = 5'2\{/a} , then we obtain the

following necessary and sufficient condition for solving the prescribed curvature

problem on R2.
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Corollary. Suppose K £ C2(R2) satisfies the condition that K = 0(\x\~') as

\x\ —> oo for some I > 2. Then there exists e > 0 such that for any X,

0 < X < E, the equation

Au + Ke2u = 0   in R2

has a solution u with the asymptotic behaviour

u = Xlog\x\ + c + o(l)   as \x\ —► oo

where c is a constant if and only if JR2 K dx < 0.

2. Proofs of the theorems

In this section, we first give a proof of Proposition that is slightly different

from the one in [HT].

Proof of Proposition. Choose Vä £ C°°(M) with Vä — ä,logr, + v in a neigh-

borhood of each point p,, where v £ C°°(M) n H^(M) for some p > 1 . Note

that K-AVá can be extended in D>(M)C\ C°°(M) and

j {K-AV&)dAQ = 2nU{M) + JTäi\ =0

where dAo is the area element under the metric g. Thus there exists «o £

HP(M)nCoc(M) suchthat Aw0 = K-AVá . If v € C°°(M) then u0 £ C°°(M).

Let Ux = uq + Vá. So gñ = e2Ui g is a flat conformai metric representing

a. For any flat conformai metric e2w<g representing ä, we have U\ -W\ £

HP(M)nC°°(M) c C(M)f\C°°(M). Since A(w, -tu,) = 0, so u, - w, isa

constant.

Then we prove our necessary condition in order for the function K to be

the curvature of a conformai metric representing the divisor a .

Proof of Theorem A. Let ga = e2ug be a conformai metric representing a with

A? as its curvature, and let gä = e2"lg be a flat conformai metric representing

a with x(M, a) = 0 and a < ä . Thus

Au + Ke2u = /:,

Aux = K,

Ke2u< = -A(u - Ux)e-2iu-Ui)   on M.

By the assumption, JM Ke2"1 dAo is finite and

/ Ke2u'dA0 = - i A(u-Ui)e-2{u-u']dAo.
Jm J m

Let Be(pi) = {x £ M: dist(x,p,) < e}  and  Be(Y) = U"=I Bfa).   By the
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Green's formula,

A(u-Ux)e-2{u-u')dA0

A(u - ui)e-2{u-Ui) dAo

d(u-ux)r_2(u_u¡)ds¡

1027

Jm

= lim /

= lim
e—0

M\Bt{T)

n

-J
Jm

dn¡

< MiE2{e"-ai 0

hi
-e-2{u'Ui) ds, = o(l) 0.

V(u-Ux)Ve-2(u-"<]dAo
IM\BC(T)

where az, is the unit normal towards p, on dB£(p¡) and ds, is the length

element under the metric on dBe(p¡) induced by the metric g . If a, < a,, as

e^O

/        g(»-'">g-2("-.)rf3,
ldBc(p¡) Ötl>

for some M, > 0. If a, = a,, as e —► 0

<9(« - Mi)

Hence

/ A(u-Ux)e-2(u-"^dAo = 2 [ \V(u - w.)|V2(,|-,") c/^0 > 0,
Va/ Va/

which implies /w Ke2"1 dAo < 0 . Therefore, JM K dAgi> < 0 .

In order to prove the existence of the solution u of equation ( 1 ) with the

desired asymptotic behaviour near the points p¡, we first rewrite equation (1),

then construct upper and lower solutions. Suppose V, e C°°(M\{p,}) satisfies

Vi = log a-, in a neighborhood of p¡. Let Va = Y%=i ai^i f°r a divisor a :=

2^"=1 a¡p¡. Then Va £ C°°(M) satisfies Va - a,logA*, + V0 in a neighborhood

of each point p,, where Vq £ Coc(M). Let 1^ = $w=ia,-F¿ for a divisor

ä := J^'jäfP/ with x(M, á) - 0. By the proof of Proposition, there is a
unique Uq £ C°°(M) up to an additive constant such that Auq = K - AV& on

M . Since

K-AK,
2nx(M, a)

6 C°°(A/)   and     /
Jm

K-AV„
2nx(M, a)

area(M)
dA0 = 0,

area(Af)

there is a unique Í7a e C°°(M) up to an additive constant such that

AC/„ = K - AVa - 2nx(M, a)/area(M).

We may choose fM uo dAo — 0, and JM U„ dAo = 0. Let u = W + Un + Va on

M. Then equation ( 1 ) can be transformed into

(2) AW + Kae2W = ca

on M, where Kn = Ke2t-U"+V"]  and ca = 2nx(M, a)/area(M).  In order to

solve equation ( 1 ) for u with u = a, log r, + ^ in a neighborhood of each point
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Pi, where v £ C°°(M)nH^(M) for some p > 1 , we ought to solve equation (2)

for W £ C°°(M) n HP(M). In [KW, §10], Kazdan and Warner discussed the
equation Au — c - he" with c < 0 in the C°°(M) category. Here in equation

(2), Ka £ LP(M) for some p > 1 . So we shall modify the approach in [KW]

and find a solution of equation (2) in C°°(M) n H^(M). To prove Theorem B,

we introduce the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. Suppose K £ C°°(M) is not identically zero, satisfies K = 0(r'/) as

r, - -» 0, and £Li U > 2(z(M) - n). Let W+ £ C°°(M) be a bounded upper
solution of equation (2), i.e.,

AW+ + Kae2W+ < ca   on M.

If the divisor a :— YJ"=1 a,/?, satisfies x(M, a) < 0 and a, > -(/, + 2)/2 for

each i, then there exists a bounded lower solution W~ £ C°°(M), i.e.,

AW- + Kae2W~ > ca

and W~ < W+ on M. In this case, equation (2) has a bounded solution

W £ C°°(M) n HP(M) for some p > 1.

Proof. Let ha = \Ka\. Then JMhadA0 is finite and positive. Let

fa = ca- 2nx(M, a)ha/ /   ha dA, a)hal j   hai
Jm

!()•

Since a, > -(/, + 2)/2 for each i, so fa£ LP(M) for some p > 1 . Note that

¡M fa dA0 = 0. Thus there exists Wx £ H{(M) cC^(M) for 0 < ß < 2 - 2/p

such that AWx = fa on M. Hence Wx £ C°°(M) n C(M). Let W~ = WX-X
for some positive constant X. We have

2nx(M, a)ha      ~    ->w,-2A
AW-+Kaelw   =ca-r  a, a1     + K°e

jMha dA0

2nx(M,a)+e2m_ulCa> c  — h
JMha dA0

and W~ < W+ if a sufficiently large X is chosen. By the process in [M4] and

[Ml], it is easy to see the existence of a solution W £ C°°(M) n H^(M) to

equation (2).

Lemma 2. Let U £ HP(M) with JMU dA0 = 0 for p > 1. Then

\U\cß<d\\AU\\p,

where 0 < ß < 2 - 2/p and d is a constant independent of U.

Proof. This follows from the Sobolev's imbedding theorem and the standard

elliptic estimates.

Lemma 3. Suppose K £ C°°(M) satisfies K = 0(rl¡) as r¡ — 0 and Y!¡=x h >

2(x(M) - n). Let the divisor ä :- J2"=l á¡Pi satisfy x(M, a) = 0 and a, >
-(/( + 2)/2 for each i. For any divisor a := £*=1 a¡p¡ satisfying a, > -(l¡+2)/2

for each i, let ha = \Ka\ and Ca = ¡M Ka dA0. Then we have

C / KdAgn
Jm
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and

as a —> à¡ hadAo^ [ \K\dAg
Jm Jm

where g& is a flat conformai metric representing a.

Proof. Claim that Ua —► «o as a —► ä . Notice that

A(Ua - «o) = fa   with   / ({/„ - Mo) dA0 = 0,
Jm

where /a = -A(FQ -V&)-ca, and ^ —> 0 as a —> ä . By Lemma 2,

|t/a-«0|ci<rf|l/a||2      for 0 < ß <  1.

Hence,  [/„-»«o as a —► ä. Thus, Ka = ke2^Ua+v") converges to Ke2{u°+Vô)

pointwise on M as a —> á. By Dominated Convergence Theorem, we have

Ca^ f KdAga
Jm

and

/   hadAo^  i   \K\dAg&    asa—><5,
Jm Jm

where gä = e2^Uo+Va)g. From the proof of Proposition, we know that ga is a

flat conformai metric representing a .

Recall that we want to solve equation (2). Using the condition J kdAgá < 0

and Lemma 3, we shall construct a bounded upper solution W+ of equation

(2). From Lemma 1, it follows that equation (2) admits a bounded solution,

thereby proving Theorem B.

Proof of Theorem B. Let aa = ^/\a — a\, and observe

m     v^i ■> i       2nna2
|z(M,a)|<^|a;-a,|<«a2, |Ca| < __^.

Now set

fa
2nx(M,a)

JMha dA0     aa

Note that fa £ LP(M) for some p > 1 and ¡MfadAo = 0. Then there exists

Wa £ HP(M) such that AWa = fa with JM WadA0 = 0. But H{(M) C C*(Af)

for 0 < ß < 2-2/p , together with local regularity imply Wa £ Cco(M)nC(M).

From Lemma 2, |IfQ|C/( < ^||/Q||p for 0 < ß < 2 - 2/p . By Lemma 3, \\fa\\p
is bounded as a —» ä . Thus Wa is bounded as a —> á. Let W+ — aaWa + ba,

and e2b" = aa . From Lemma 3, we have

Cn^  i kdAgä <
Im

and

a.

"a —*   /    ^ '
Jm

\   hadA0-> /   |ÂT| (i/l^ > 0   asa
Jm Jm
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Then

Ar + kae2w+ -ca= ^Ca-2nx(M   a)]ha +     j^^w. _ 1}
\Mha dAo

UQrla

¡Mha dAo
Ca + 2nnaa + \e2a-w" - 1| / hadA0

Jm
<0,

as a —> a , which proves that H7-1" is a bounded upper solution. From Lemma

1, it follows that there exists a solution W £ H^(M) n C°°(M) of equation (2).

Proof of Corollary. Note that under the stereographic projection P: R2 —>

.S2\{/?} , 4|x|~' « dist(Px,p) as |x| -» oo and the Euclidean metric on R2

can induce a flat conformai metric on S2 representing a divisor a := -2p with

X(S2 , a) = x{S2) -2 = 0. Thus, under this projection, by translating Theorems

A and B on S2 into R2, we have this corollary.
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